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We define an iterative procedure to obtain a non-Abelian generalization of the
Born–Infeld action. This construction is made possible by the use of the severe
restrictions imposed by kappa-symmetry. In this paper we will present all bosonic
terms in the action up to terms quartic in the Yang–Mills field strength and all
fermion bilinear terms up to terms cubic in the field strength. Already at this order
the fermionic terms do not satisfy the symmetric trace-prescription. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374449#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most intriguing features of D-branes is their close connection with gauge the
Indeed, the effective theory describing the worldvolume dynamics of a Dp-brane is a
p11-dimensional field theory with, in the static gauge, as bosonic degrees of freedom the
versal coordinates of the brane, appearing as 92p scalar fields, and the massless states of the o
strings ending on the brane which appear as a U~1! gauge field. When these fields vary slowly, th
effective action governing their dynamics is known to all orders ina8. It is the ten-dimensiona
Born–Infeld action,1 dimensionally reduced top11 dimensions.

Once several D-branes are present, the situation changes. The mass of the strings st
between two branes is proportional to the shortest distance between the branes. Starting
n well separated D-branes we end up with a U~1!n theory, however, once then branes coincide
additional massless states appear which complete the gauge multiplet to a non-A
U(n)-theory.2 Contrary to the Abelian case, the effective action is not known to all orders ina8.
The first term, quadratic in the field strength, is nothing but a dimensionally reduced U(n) Yang–
Mills theory. The next order, which is quartic in the field strength, was obtained from the
gluon scattering amplitude in open superstring theory3 and from a three-loopb-function
calculation.4 Based upon these results and other considerations, an all order proposal was
lated for the effective action;5 the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action assumes essentially the s
form as the Abelian one, however, all Lie algebra valued objects have to be symmetrize
before taking the trace. Other trace prescriptions, involving commutators, have been giv
well.6 More recently, it was found that the symmetric trace prescription could not be correc
did not reproduce the mass spectrum of certain D-brane configurations.7,8 It was shown in Ref. 9
that by adding commutator terms to the action the problem might be cured. Indeed, as was p
out in Ref. 1, the notion of an effective action for slowly varying fields is subtle in the non-Abe
case. In the effective action higher derivative terms are dropped. However because of

DiD jFkl5
1

2
$Di ,D j%Fkl2

i

2
@Fi j ,Fkl#, ~1.1!

this is ambiguous. The analysis of the mass spectrum seems to indicate that the symm
product of derivatives acting on a field strength should be viewed as an acceleration term
can safely be neglected, while the anti-symmetrized products should be kept. A systematic
of theF6 terms10 showed that using the mass spectrum as a guideline, almost all terms at this
28720022-2488/2001/42(7)/2872/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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could be determined. However due to the specific choices of backgrounds made in Ref. 10,
terms do not contribute to the mass spectrum and as a result can not be fixed in this way. A
calculation from a six-point open superstring amplitude or a five-loopb-function seems unfea
sible, so another approach is called for.

Until now, we ignored the fermionic degrees of freedom in our discussion. The fully cova
worldvolume theory of a single D-brane in a type II theory can be formulated in terms o
following world volume fields: the embedding coordinatesXm(s) ~of which only the transverse
coordinates represent physical degrees of freedom!, the Born–Infeld vector fieldVi(s), andN
52 space–time fermionic fieldsu~s!. In a curved background the D-brane can be coupled to
corresponding type II supergravity superfields, andN52 supersymmetry is realized locally. In
flat background there isN52 global supersymmetry. This world volume theory has a lo
k-symmetry, which acts on the fermions as

dū~s!5k̄~s!~11G!, ~1.2!

whereG, which depends on world volume as well as background fields, satisfies

G251. ~1.3!

The projection~1.2! makes it possible to gauge away half the fermionic degrees of freedom
field content then corresponds in a static gauge to that of a supersymmetric Yang–Mills the
p11 dimensions. There is stillN52 supersymmetry, but half of this is realized nonlinear
These covariant D-brane actions have been constructed in flat,11 as well as in curved
backgrounds.12,13 This paper examines the suggestion in Ref. 8 thatk-symmetry might teach us
something about the orderings appearing in the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action.

D-brane actions consist of the sum of a Born–Infeld term, coupling the world volume fiel
the NS–NS sector of the background, and a Wess–Zumino term in which the couplings
R–R fields occur. Each part is separately supersymmetric, but the two are related, in the A
case, by thek-transformations. The Wess–Zumino term is of a topological nature, and can t
fore be formulated in a metric-independent way. Its structure is severely restricted, also
non-Abelian case. The Born–Infeld term is much more complicated, and consequently its
alization from the Abelian to the non-Abelian case is much more difficult. It is natural to ass
that also in the non-Abelian case the Born–Infeld and Wess–Zumino term are related
k-symmetry. Our aim is to use the knowledge of the Wess–Zumino term and the propert
k-symmetry to obtain information about the non-Abelian Born–Infeld term.

To construct this non-Abelian generalization we will use an iteration in the number of Ya
Mills field strengthsF(V). In this paper we will obtain all terms in the action up to and includ
the orderF2. As we discussed above, in the purely bosonic terms the conflict between
theoretic results and the symmetric trace prescription arises only at orderF6, so it is clear that in
this paper we will not contribute to the discussion of these bosonic terms. However, we fin
in the fermionic sector already at quadratic order some of the fermionic terms do not corre
to a symmetric trace.

This paper is organized as follows: We will discuss our choice of variables in Sec. II. In
III we will define the iterative procedure and illustrate it for the Abelian case. In Secs. IV an
we derive and present our results for the non-Abelian case, and bring them to gauge fixed f
Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we give our conclusions, and point out a number of extensions and ap
tions of this work.

We will end the Introduction by recalling briefly some related work on supersymm
D-brane actions. In four dimensions the supersymmetrization of the Abelian Born–Infeld act
N51 supersymmetry has been known for a long time.14 More recently, this work has bee
extended to the non-Abelian Born–Infeld theory, and toN52 supersymmetry.15,16In particular, in
Ref. 15 it is remarked thatN52 supersymmetry in four dimensions is not sufficient to resolve
ordering ambiguities, several ordering prescriptions give rise to supersymmetric actions.
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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seems that it is indeed necessary~and hopefully sufficient! to considerN54 in D54, or, as in this
paper, the ten-dimensional supersymmetric Born–Infeld action action. Several aspects
ten-dimensional problem have been studied in Refs. 17 and 18. In particular, these authors
tigate the dependence of the action on transverse scalars, where these scalars are gene
T-duality starting from the D9-brane action. However, this is in the context of the symmetric
prescription.

II. WORLD VOLUME FIELDS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

The aim of this work is to obtain the effective action forn overlapping Dp-branes, with U(n)
covariance on the world volume. Before embarking on the construction, one has to car
choose the starting point of the calculation. For general Dp-branes the situation is complicated b
the presence of the transverse scalar degrees of freedom, which are in the adjoint represen
the Yang–Mills group. Not only does one have to take commutators of these scalars into ac
but also the background fields will depend on these scalars.19 We avoid these complications b
limiting ourselves to the case ofn overlapping D9-branes, and by choosing a flat backgrou
Through T-duality D-branes for other values ofp can be obtained, the extension to curved ba
grounds will be discussed in Sec. VII.

For n overlapping D9-branes the completely gauge fixed result should be the supersym
version of the non-Abelian Born–Infeld theory. Since the vector fieldsVi

A(s), A51,...,n2, are in
the adjoint representation of U(n), we have to make the same choice for the fermion fieldsu.
Therefore we start out with fieldsuA(s), which form a doublet (N52) of Majorana–Weyl
spinors for eachA, satisfyingG11u

A5uA. After k-gauge fixing only half of each doublet wil
remain, and we have the correct number of degrees of freedom for the supersymmetric
Mills theory.

This requires, that there are as manyk-symmetries asu’s, so that the parameter of thek
transformations will have to be in the adjoint of U(n) as well. Thus theuA transform as follows
under ordinary supersymmetry~e!, k-symmetry~k!, Yang–Mills transformations (LA), and world
volume reparametrizations (j i),

dūA~s!52 ēA1k̄B~s!~1dBA1GBA~s!!1 f A
BCLB~s!ūC~s!1j i~s!] i ū

A~s!. ~2.1!

HereeA are constant,GAB depends on the world volume fields, and therefore ons. It must satisfy

GABGBC5dAC1. ~2.2!

We will usually write these transformations in terms of

dūA[h̄A[k̄B~s!~1dBA1GBA~s!!. ~2.3!

Useful information is obtained by considering commutators of these transformations. Be
eA is constant we find from the commutator of Yang–Mills and supersymmetry transforma
that

f A
BCLBeC50→ f ABCeC50. ~2.4!

Thereforee5eATA , whereTA are the U(n) generators, must be proportional to the unit matr
i.e., we can choose a basis in which there is only one nonvanishinge parameter. So only a subse
of the uA transform under supersymmetry, and there is only one independent supersym
parameter. Theu’s which are presently inert under supersymmetry will obtain their supersym
try transformations throughk-gauge fixing, as we shall see in Sec. VI. From the commutato
k-symmetry and supersymmetry we finddeh

A50. This implies that

deG
AB50. ~2.5!
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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The only scalars we have are the embedding coordinatesXm(s) for world volume directions.
There are several options that one could consider for theXm:

~1! We could assume that we are in the static gauge, i.e.,

Xm~s!5di
msi, ~2.6!

from the beginning, so that theXm are absent. In this case there are no world volume r
arametrizations, i.e.,j i50 in ~2.1!;

~2! We could decide that theXm are in the singlet representation of the Yang–Mills group. T
idea is that then branes overlap, there is only one set of world volume coordinates, an
corresponding reparametrization group would be sufficient to gauge fix a singlet set o
bedding coordinates;

~3! We could choose theXm in the adjoint representation of Yang–Mills in analogy with tran
verse coordinates forp,9. Here one thinks of starting withn separate branes where each h
its own world volume and embedding coordinates. When the branes overlap the emb
coordinates ‘‘fill up’’ to form elements of the adjoint representation. Clearly this requir
different approach toward the worldvolume reparametrisation invariance, which must
correspond to a sufficiently large symmetry group to gauge fix all these embedding func

We have investigated the first two possibilities in the non-Abelian case, and we have foun
only the first approach is consistent with the iterative procedure that we employ. In Sec. I
will point out where the first two choices start to diverge, in Sec. VII we will briefly come bac
the third possibility.

The transformation rules of the bosonic fieldsVi
A , and, in case of the second choice above

the Xm, are determined iteratively by requiring invariance of the action.
A special case of a U(n) invariant non-Abelian D-brane action is of course the truncation

U~1!n. In this case we know the answer: ak-invariant action is given by the sum ofn Abelian
D-brane actions. This special case will be discussed again, since it plays a role in making a
between the different possibilities for the variablesXm discussed above.

Throughout this paper we will limit ourselves to terms in the action and transformation
which are at most quadratic in the fermion fields.

III. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE AND THE ABELIAN EXAMPLE

In this section we will set up our iterative procedure and illustrate it for the Abelian case
do this, we must first give some details of the effective D9-brane action in a flat background11 In
this case we can use a covariant formulation with embedding coordinatesXm, space–time fermi-
ons u, and the Born–Infeld vectorVi . They transform under supersymmetry~e!, k-symmetry,
world volume reparametrizations (j i), and Maxwell gauge transformations~L! as

dXm5 1
2ēGmu1 1

2h̄Gmu1j i]Xm,

dū52 ē1h̄1j i] i ū,

dVi52 1
2~ ē1h̄ !g iu1j jF ji 1] i~L1j jVj !, ~3.1!

with

h̄5k̄~11G!, ~G!251, ~3.2!

and

g i[Gm] iX
m. ~3.3!

The Born–Infeld contribution reads
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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LBI52A2det~g1F!

52A2detg~11 1
4Fi j Fi j 1¯ !, ~3.4!

where in the second line we expand to second order inF, which is given by

Fi j 5Fi j ~V!2Bi j . ~3.5!

In a flat background and in the quadratic fermion approximation,Bi j is

Bi j 52 ūs3g@ i] j ]u. ~3.6!

The world volume metric reads

gi j 5h i j 1 ūg~ i] j )u, h i j [] iX
m] jXm . ~3.7!

The metric g and F are invariant under supersymmetry and transform covariantly un
k-transformations. The most useful form for comparison with the non-Abelian case is the e
sion of ~3.4! to second order in fermions,

LBI52A2deth~11 1
2ūg i] iu1 1

2ūs3g@ i] j ]uFi j 1 1
4F

i j Fi j 1
1
2ūg i] juTi j 1¯ !, ~3.8!

whereTi j is the energymomentum tensor of the vector field,

Ti j 5FikFk
j 1 1

4h
i j FklF

kl. ~3.9!

The Wess–Zumino term takes on the following form:

LWZ5ei 1¯ i 103 (
k50

4
~21!k

2k11k! ~922k!!
ūP~k!g i 1¯ i 922k

] i 1022k
u~Fk! i 1122k¯ i 10

, ~3.10!

where

P~k!5s1 ~ for k50,2,4!, P~k!5 is2~ for k51,3!. ~3.11!

Note that the sum in~3.10! runs only tok54, since the RR-scalar field vanishes in the fl
background.

It will be useful, also for the non-Abelian case, to discuss why we make this particular c
for the P(k) . The P(k) are chosen such that the contributions to the Wess–Zumino term ar
total derivatives. For oddk this fixesP(k) to be is2 . For evenk we could also have chosen1 or
s3 . When we start looking at the iterative procedure later in this Section, we will find tha
need

$P~0! ,P~1!%50, ~3.12!

which excludes1 for k50. We have in principle the possibility to have eithers1 or s3 ~or both!
for k50, and takings1 is a choice of basis for theN52 fermions. Note thats3 in ~3.6! is
correlated with the choice fors1 in the Wess–Zumino term: had we chosenP(0)5s3 we would
have founds1 in ~3.6!.

The structure of~3.10! guarantees that the WZ-action transforms into a total derivative u
the global supersymmetry transformationdū52 ē. Since we do not go beyond bilinear fermion
we can useF instead ofF in the Wess–Zumino term. The numerical coefficients in~3.10! are
determined byk-symmetry once the normalization ofF andu are fixed in the Born–Infeld term

Let us now consider the iterative construction ofk-symmetry. The variation of the D-bran
action takes on the form,
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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dL52h̄~12G!T. ~3.13!

It indeed vanishes ifh is given by~3.2!. These variations have the following source:

dLBI52h̄T, dLWZ5h̄GT. ~3.14!

The variation of the Wess–Zumino term, together with the information thatG251, is sufficient to
determine bothG andT iteratively. SinceT determines the variation of the Born–Infeld term th
information is sufficient to obtain iteratively the Born–Infeld part of the action.

The iteration is obtained by expandingG andT in F,

dL52h̄~12~G01G11¯ !!~T01T11¯ !

52h̄~T02G0T01T12G1T02G0T11¯ !, ~3.15!

where the indices indicate the order inF and theG i satisfy various identities which follow from
G251. Since it will be useful to have the Abelian results at hand for comparison with
non-Abelian calculation in Sec. IV, we will work out the beginning of this iteration in some de

Let us start with the orderF0. The contribution from~3.10! is

LWZ05
1

2•9!
e i 1¯ i 10ūs1g i 1¯ i 9

] i 10
u. ~3.16!

For thek-variation we only have to varyu to obtain

dLWZ05
1

9!
e i 1¯ i 10h̄s1g i 1¯ i 9

d i 10
u5A2dethh̄s1G~0!g i] iu. ~3.17!

HereG (0) is given by

G~0!5
1

10!A2detg
e i 1¯ i 10g i 1¯ i 10

, ~3.18!

which satisfies

~G~0!!251. ~3.19!

In ~3.17! we have used the property

G~0!g l 1¯ l k5
~2 !k~k21!/2

~102k!!A2detg
e i 1¯ i 102kl 1¯ l kg i 1¯ i 102k

~3.20!

for k51. From~3.17! we read off that

G05G~0!s1 , T05g i] iu. ~3.21!

ObviouslyG251 to this order.
So the Born–Infeld term should vary intoT, which is indeed achieved by setting

LBI052A2deth~11 1
2ūg i] iu!. ~3.22!

This gives

dLBI052A2dethh̄g i] iu, ~3.23!
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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where we have used the variation ofXm as given in~3.1!.
A similar analysis can be done for the terms of higher order inF. At the linear level the

variation of the Wess–Zumino term is

dLWZ15 1
2A2dethh̄~ is2!G~0!~g jkF jkg i] iu22g i] juFi j !. ~3.24!

The variation of the complete action should be

dL152A2dethh̄$T12~G0T11G1T0!%. ~3.25!

So we read off that

G15G~0!~ is2! 1
2g

klFkl , T15s3g i] juFi j . ~3.26!

Note thatG251 at this order inF because

$s1 ,G1%50. ~3.27!

This is a general feature: the condition thatG251 only contains useful information at even orde
in the expansion inF. At odd orders it is just a consequence of the properties ofP(k) .

The variation under supersymmetry andk-symmetry of the term linear inF in the Born–
Infeld action~3.8! reads

dLBI152A2dethh̄s3g i] juFi j 2 1
2~ ē1h̄ !g iu] j$A2dethFi j %. ~3.28!

The first term is the required contribution ofT1 . The second term must be cancelled by t
variation ofV in the F2 term. TheF2 term gives

2dVi] j$A2dethFi j %, ~3.29!

which implies the following variation ofVi :

dVi52 1
2~ ē1h̄ !s3g iu. ~3.30!

Therefore the combination

Fi j 5Fi j 1 ūs3g@ i] j ]u ~3.31!

is supersymmetric and transforms covariantly underk-symmetry.
At the quadratic level we get

dLWZ25 1
8A2dethh̄s1G~0!~g i jkl g

m]mu24g i jk] lu!F @ i j Fkl] . ~3.32!

The order 2 terms in the variation of the total action are

dL252A2dethh̄~2~G2g i] iu1G1T11s1T2!11T2!, ~3.33!

whereG1 andT1 were determined at the linear level. On the other hand, fromG251 we have

s1G21G2s11G1G150, ~3.34!

from which we obtain~usingG2;s1!

G252 1
2s1G1G15G~0!s1$

1
8g i jkl F

i j Fkl2 1
4F

klFkl%. ~3.35!

Substituting all this in~3.33!, we find that
31 Oct 2007 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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T25g i] ju~FikFk
j 1 1

4h
i j FklFkl!. ~3.36!

This indeed agrees with the variation of the Born–Infeld action.
There is a feature about the Abelian case which just starts being visible in the quadratic

It is obviously possible to writeG at this order in the form

G5~12 1
4F

klFkl!G
~0!~~s11 1

2~ is2!gklFkl1
1
8s1g i jkl F

i j Fkl! ~3.37!

up to terms of higher order inF. In fact, this factorization is a general feature of the Abelian act
which is also valid for the complete answer,

G5
A2detg

A2det~g1F!
G~0!(

k50

5
1

2kk!
P~k!g

i 1¯ i 2kFi 1¯ i 2k

k . ~3.38!

The iterative procedure will obviously confirm this factorization, as is shown by continuin
higher orders inF. However, in this construction it is not clear why the factorization should oc
This is an issue in the non-Abelian situation where the complete answer is not known. No
the factor

A2detg

A2det~g1F!
~3.39!

in ~3.38! contains the inverse of the Born–Infeld action. The idea thatG provides the explicit form
of the Born–Infeld action was part of our motivation to usek-symmetry as a means of construc
ing the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action.

From ~3.36! it is clear thatT, at least at the quadratic level, shows a similar factorizat
property asG. The full answer forT is of the form,

T5A2det~g1F!(
k50

`

~s3!kg i] ju~F k! i j , ~3.40!

where

~F k! i j 5F i l 1F l 1l 2
¯F l k21 j k.0,

~F k! i j 5gi j k50. ~3.41!

We will see a similar feature in the non-Abelian case.
The Abelian case discussed above can easily be generalized to U(1)n. Then thek-symmetric

action is just the sum ofn actions of the type discussed in this section. Forn overlapping branes
one would need only one set of embedding coordinatesXm to describe this truncation of th
non-Abelian situation. This would be similar to treatingXm as a singlet of U(n) in the non-
Abelian case. Note however that this sum of actions is very different from a single Born–I
action with world volume metric,

gi j 5h i j 1 ūAg~ i] j )u
A, ~3.42!

summed over thenU(n) branes. A metric~3.42! would be like taking the traceinside the root of
the Born–Infeld term, while it is known from open string amplitude calculations that there sh
be a single trace~with some ordening prescription! which produces in the U~1!n case a sum of
separate Born–Infeld terms.
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IV. THE NON-ABELIAN BORN–INFELD ACTION

For the non-Abelian case we start with the following Wess–Zumino term:

LWZ5e i 1¯ i 10(
k50

4
~21!k

2k11k! ~922k!!
ūAP

~k!

ABC1¯Ckg i 1¯ i 922k
Di 1022k

uBFi 1122ki 1222k

C1
¯Fi 9i 10

Ck .

~4.1!

The tensorsP are symmetric in the indicesCi contracted withF. P also contains the Paul
matrices to specify theN52 structure for the fermions. We have the following possibilites:

k even: 12 ,s1 , s3 symmetry in AB,

is2 antisymmetry inAB,

k odd: 12 , s1 , s3 antisymmetry inAB,

is2 symmetry in AB.

~4.2!

This requirement follows from the fact that the bilinear fermions in the action~4.1! should not be
a total derivative. The Yang–Mills structure ofP arises from the trace ofk12 generators in the
fundamental representation of U(n), and will be built from the structure constantf ABC ~com-
pletely antisymmetric! and from the completely symmetric tensorsdABC . In the Appendix we
gather useful properties of these tensors.

The general form of~4.1! follows from the requirement that the Wess–Zumino term is
topological nature, i.e., independent of the metric. The coefficients have been chosen e
those in the Abelian case, which amounts to a particular normalization of theP(k) . Note that we
do not assume a particular ordening in the trace, i.e., there is no a priori symmetry im
between the indicesCi on the one hand, andA, B on the other hand.

So at order 0 we start with

P~0!
AB5s1 tr TATB5s1dAB, ~4.3!

and the variation of the lowest order contribution in~4.1! is

dLWZ05A2dethh̄As1G~0!g iDiu
A. ~4.4!

We write the variation of the complete action at this order as

dL052A2dethh̄A~dAB2G0
AB!T 0

B , ~4.5!

so that

G0
AB5G~0!dABs1 , T 0

A5g iDiu
A. ~4.6!

ClearyGACGCB5dAB. In the above we consideredXm to be a singlet under U(n) transformations.
To go to the static gauge we would have to set deth→21.

The Born–Infeld term must reproduce the first term in~4.5!. The only choice is to have

LBI52A2deth~11 1
2ū

Ag iDiu
A!. ~4.7!

We indeed find the correct variation if we set

dXm5 1
2ē

AGmuA1 1
2h̄

AGmuA. ~4.8!

With this choice of dX the metric ~3.42! becomes supersymmetric and covariant un
k-transformations. As we explained at the end of Sec. III this is not the natural metric fo
non-Abelian@or for the U(1)n# situation. So the different choices forXm start to diverge at this
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point. At the linear level there is still no crucial difference between the choice of a singletXm and
the static gauge. At the quadratic level, however, the singlet choice will fail.

The variation of the linear contribution to the Wess–Zumino term gives

dLWZ15 1
2A2dethh̄AP~1!

ABCG~0!~g i j g
kDku

B22g iDju
B!FCi j . ~4.9!

The first term must correspond toG1T0 , from which we read off that

G1
AB5G~0!P~1!

ABC 1
2 g i j F

i jC . ~4.10!

From G251 at linear order we find

$s1 ,G1
AB%50, ~4.11!

so thatP(1) must have the following form:

P~1!
ABC5~ is2!dABC1c1s3f ABC. ~4.12!

The coefficient of thed-term is chosen to agree with the Abelian case. The coefficient of thef-term
is arbitrary, and with a field redefinition

uA→uA2 1
4c1~ is2! f ABCgkluBFkl

C , ~4.13!

and a corresponding redefinition of the vector field, thef-term can be eliminated. This is the choic
we will make, because then we stay as close as possible to the Abelian situation.

In fact, the whole term linear inF in the Wess–Zumino action can be transformed away b
field redefinition, also in the Abelian case. It is not surprising that these linear terms ca
eliminated, since they are part of the supersymmetrization of the bosonicF3 term, which we know
to be absent. The reason we will keep the usual linear term is that in this form the answer
Abelian case takes on a relatively simple form.11

We also find

T1
A52s1P~1!

ABCg iDju
BFi jC , ~4.14!

so that in analogy with the Abelian case the Born–Infeld term must contain

LBI152A2deth~2 1
2ū

As1P~1!
ABCg@ iDj ]u

BFi jC1 1
4F

i jAFi j
A !. ~4.15!

The variation of this term reproduces correctly theT1 contribution, and the remainder is cancelle
by introducing a variation ofVi ,

dVi
C51 1

2~ ēA1h̄A!s~1!P~1!
ABCg iu

B. ~4.16!

We can then define a supersymmetric andk-covariantFC as

Fi j
C5Fi j

C2 ūAs1P~1!
ABCg@ iDj ]u

B. ~4.17!

This defines the non-Abelian generalization of the NS–NS two-form field, to this order.
At the quadratic level things become more complicated. The variation of the Wess–Zu

term gives

dLWZ25A2dethh̄AP~2!
ABCDG~0!$ 1

8g i jkl g
mDmuB2 1

2g i jkDlu
B%FCi jFDkl. ~4.18!

The variations quadratic inF will have to generate the following contributions:
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dL252A2dethh̄A~2~G2
ABg iDiu

B1G1
ABT 1

B1G0
ABT 2

B!11T 2
A!. ~4.19!

We can determineG2 from the requirement thatG251 at order 2,

s1G2
AB1G2

ABs11G1
ACG1

CB50. ~4.20!

This calculation assumes that@G2 ,s1#50, and requires the product of theP(1)-tensors. The resul
is

G2
AB52G~0!s1~SABCD~ 1

8g i jkl F
i jCFklD2 1

4Fkl
CFklD!1AABCD1

2g i j F
ikCFk

jD !. ~4.21!

Here we have defined

SABCD[P~1!
AE~CP~1!

BD)E52dAE~CdBD)E, ~4.22!

AABCD[P~1!
AE@CP~1!

BD]E52dAE@CdBD]E, ~4.23!

where the~anti-!symmetrization is over the indicesC and D only. Note that tensorsSABCD and
AABCD are then symmetric and antisymmetric, resp., in the index pairsAB andCD.

To solve the remainder of~4.19! we have to make the choice

P~2!
ABCD52s1SABCD. ~4.24!

We then find the following result forT2 :

T 2
A52SABCDg~ iDj )u

B~FikCFk
jD1 1

4 h i j Fkl
CFklD!1 1

2AABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl
jD2Dlu

BFi jCFklD%.
~4.25!

The result~4.25! agrees with the Abelian result~3.36! if we truncate from U(n) to U~1!.
The Born–Infeld term now has to reproduceT2 , while remaining contributions may be can

celled by introducing an additional variation ofVi
A . It is at this stage that the choice ofXm as a

Yang–Mills singlet runs into trouble. Contributions to this variation of the Born–Infeld term c
from theF2 term in the action, when the metrich i j , depending onXm, is varied. Such variations
contain a double sum over U(n) indices, i.e., they would be of the form@using ~4.8!#

] iX
m] j~hAGmuA!FCikFCkj . ~4.26!

Such terms would have the wrong U~1!n limit, and cannot be canceled by other contribution
Partial integration does not help, since it produces symmetric second derivatives onXm, which do
not occur elsewhere. It is at this stage that we should say farewell to the embedding coor
Xm, and proceed in the static gauge.

Terms in the Born–Infeld action that might play a role in this analysis are

LBI252~ 1
4F

i jCFi j
C1aFikAFk

jBF ji
C f ABC2 1

2ū
ASABCDg~ iDj )u

B$FikCFk
jD1 1

4h
i j Fkl

CFklD%

1 1
4ū

AAABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl
jD2Dlu

BFi jCFklD%!. ~4.27!

Note that anF3 term is in principle not excluded in the non-Abelian case.
In the static gauge we know how to deal with these terms. Then we need not vary theF2 term.

In the F3 term we have to varyF, which gives anF2 variation with a singleg-matrix. Therefore
it does not relate to theA-terms, which have threeg-matrices, and we must choosea equal to
zero. In theS-andA-terms we can perform partial integrations to get rid of thee and]h terms in
the variation. These give equations of motion ofV, and can be cancelled by new variations ofV.
The required identities are
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Dj~Fik(CFk
jD )1 1

4h
i j Fkl

(CFklD)!5Fik(CDjFk
jD ) , ~4.28!

D[k~Fi
l [CFi j ]

D] !2Dl~F [ i j
[CFk]

lD ] !52F [ i j
[CDlFk]

lD ] . ~4.29!

The remainingh terms in the variation give us preciselyT2 . This leads to the following new
variations ofVi

A ,

dVi
A51 1

2~ ēB1h̄B!SBCDAgku
CFkiD1 1

4~ ēB1h̄B!ABCDAg iklu
CFklD. ~4.30!

Note that the variation ofVi
A no longer agrees with the result given in~3.30!. However, now we

should compare with the Abelian result in static gauge. This gauge choice requires a compe
world volume coordinate transformation, which, when acting onVi , produces the Abelian limit of
the S-contribution in~4.30!. TheA-term in ~4.30! vanishes in the Abelian limit.

V. SUMMARY

In this section we will summarize the results obtained in the non-Abelian case. The act
the sum of the Born–Infeld and Wess–Zumino terms. The Wess–Zumino term looks as fo

LWZ5e i 1¯ i 10H 1

2•9!
ūAs1g i 1¯ i 9

Di 10
uA2

1

4•7!
ūAP~1!

ABCg i 1¯ i 7
Di 8

uBFi 9i 10

C

1
1

16•5!
ūA~2s1SABCD!g i 1¯ i 5

Di 6
uB~FCFD! i 7¯ i 10J . ~5.1!

The Born–Infeld action is

LBI52$11 1
2ū

Ag iDiu
A2 1

2ū
As1P~1!

ABCg@ iDj ]u
BFi jC1 1

4F
i jAFi j

A2 1
2ū

ASABCDg~ iDj )u
B$FikCFk

jD

1 1
4h

i j Fkl
CFklD%1 1

4ū
AAABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl

jD2Dlu
BFi jCFklD%%. ~5.2!

In the action we use the following Yang–Mills structures:

P~1!
ABC5~ is2!dABC, ~5.3!

SABCD5P~1!
AE~CP~1!

BD)E52dAE~CdBD)E, ~5.4!

AABCD5P~1!
AE@CP~1!

BD]E52dAE@CdBD]E. ~5.5!

The action is invariant under global supersymmetry transformations and localk-transformations,

dūA52 ēA1h̄A, ~5.6!

dVi
A5 1

2~ ēB1h̄B!s1P~1!
BCAg iu

C1 1
2~ ēB1h̄B!SBCDAgku

CFkiD1 1
4~ ēB1h̄B!ABCDAg iklu

CFklD,
~5.7!

where the parameterseA satisfy the condition,

f ABCeC50. ~5.8!

As explained in the previous sections, the variation of the action underk-symmetry can be
expressed in terms of

GAB5G~0!$s1dAB1P~1!
ABC 1

2 gklFkl
C 2s1SABCD~ 1

8g i jkl F
i jCFklD2 1

4Fkl
CFklD!

2s1AABCD1
2g i j F

ikCFk
jD%, ~5.9!
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T A5g iDiu
A2s1P ~1!

ABCg iDju
BFi jC2S ABCDg~ iDj )u

B~FikCFk
jD1 1

4h
i j Fkl

CFklD!

1 1
2AABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl

jD2Dlu
BFi jCFklD%. ~5.10!

VI. GAUGE FIXING

In the k-symmetric system which we obtained in this paper, the ordinary supersymme
hidden in the localk-symmetry, and to make it explicit,k-symmetry should be gauge fixed. Th
analysis is very similar to the one done in the Abelian case in Ref. 11.

To do this analysis it is convenient to write out theN52 doublets explicitly. We write

G5S 0 g

g̃ 0D , ~6.1!

with

G25S gg̃ 0

0 g̃g D 51. ~6.2!

Hereg, g̃ are 32332 matrices, with in addition indicesAB, whereA, B run from 1 ton2. Then,
splitting also the fermions into separateN51 fermions, we write variations as follows:

dū1
A52 ē1

A1h̄1
A , dū2

A52 ē2
A1h̄2

A . ~6.3!

The parametersh can be expressed in terms of parametersk,

h̄5~ h̄1 h̄2!5~ k̄11k̄2g̃ k̄21k̄1g!. ~6.4!

Now we choose ak-gauge by settingū250, which implies that the transformation paramete
must satisfy

k̄25 ē22k̄1g. ~6.5!

So afterk-gauge fixing the remainingh is

h̄15 ē2g̃, ~6.6!

and the remaining fermionsxA[u1
A transform as

dx̄A52 ē1
A1 ē2

Bg̃BA. ~6.7!

Let us now look at the gauge fixed action. The Wess–Zumino term vanishes after gauge
since it was off-diagonal in the fermionsu1 andu2 . The Born–Infeld term gives

LBI52$11 1
2x̄

Ag iDix
A1 1

2dABCx̄Ag@ iDj ]x
BFi jC1 1

4F
i jAFi j

A1 1
2d

AECdBDEx̄Ag~ iDj )x
B$FikCFk

jD

1 1
4h

i j Fkl
CFklD%2 1

4d
AE@CdBD]Ex̄Ag i jk$DkxBFilCFl

jD2Dlx
BFi jCFklD%%. ~6.8!

Note that the terms of the formx̄]xF2 are not symmetric traces of U(n) generators. The sym
metric trace is of the form,

tr T~ATBTCTD)5
1
3~dABEdCDE1dCAEdBDE1dBCEdADE!. ~6.9!

The second line in~6.8! contains only two of the three contributions needed for the symme
trace, the last line contains explicit antisymmetrizations and can be rewritten in terms of str
constants,
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dAECdBDE2dAEDdBCE5 f ABEf CDE . ~6.10!

Finally, the linear and nonlinear supersymmetry transformations which leave~6.8! invariant are of
the form,

dxA52 ē1
A2 ē2

A1 ē2
B$dBAC1

2g
klFkl

C 1SBACD~ 1
8g i jkl F

i jCFklD2 1
4Fkl

CFklD!%,

dVi
A52 1

2~ ē1
B2 ē2

B!dBCAg ix
C2 1

4ē2
BdBEDdECAgklg ix

CFklD1 1
2~ ē1

B2 ē2
B!SBCDAgkx

CFkiD.
~6.11!

Note that contributions withA, the antisymmetrized product of twod-tensors, do not appea
because of~6.10! and the fact thate must be in the U~1! direction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have obtained the non-Abelian generalization of the Born–Infeld action
terms quartic in the Yang–Mills field strength, and including all fermion bilinear terms up to te
cubic in the field strength. The terms of the formx̄]xF2 violate the symmetric trace conjectur

The k-symmetric construction of the Born–Infeld action involves the matrixG, satisfying
G251, which is used to project away one of the components of the fermion doublet. In
Abelian caseG factorizes in a part that is polynomial inF, and the inverse of the Born–Infel
action, which expands to an infinite series inF. In the non-Abelian case we are not yet at a sta
that such a factorization could be recognized. We see however, that the result~5.9! is consistent
with a factorization of the form,

GAB5G~0!$s1dAC1P~1!
ACF1

2g
klFkl

F 2s1SACFG~ 1
8g i jkl F

i jF FklG!2s1AACFG1
2g i j F

ikFFk
jG%

3~dCB1SCBDE1
4Fmn

D FmnE!. ~7.1!

Note that, as in the Abelian case,T ~5.10! contains the inverse of the factor that we find inG.
Clearly the second factor in the above expression is not a U(n) singlet, and therefore does no
correspond to the inverse of the action. Further analysis, which we plan to do at the cub
quartic level inF, should elucidate in which sense these factors are related to the Born–
action.

It is intriguing thatk-symmetry and worldvolume reparametrization invariance appear t
incompatible. Although for applications such as the construction of non-Abelian BPS states
not a drawback, issues of superspace and curved background remain unclear in the static
One way to try to resolve the issue of embedding coordinates would be to look in more de
the transformation rules ofVi

A . If a formulation with world volume reparametrization invarian
exists, then our formulation should be its gauge fixed version, and we should recogniz
corresponding compensating transformation in the transformation rule ofVi

A . To give an example,
let us consider the possibility that the embedding coordinates are in the adjoint of U(n), and
transform as

dXmA5dABCj iB] iX
mC1deX

mA1dhXmA. ~7.2!

Let us now gauge fix this extended worldvolume symmetry, by settingXA50 for all A
PSU(n), and Xm15d i

ms i for A51PU(1). Then the compensating transformation which p
serves this gauge is of the form,

jmA52deX
mA2dhXmA. ~7.3!

Here we have used thatdAB1;dAB, in a basis where the U~1! component of U(n) is labeled by
A51. Then, if the variation ofVi

A under world volume coordinate transformations is of the for
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dVi
A5dABCjkBFki

C , ~7.4!

we see that the term proportional toS in ~5.7! has almost the right form to be interpreted as
compensating transformation. However, the Yang–Mills structure in this expression is not
correct, as the indices ofV andF are not on the samed-tensor. We have found that if one choos
in ~4.12! c151, that then the structure comes out all right, and gives

dXmA;dABCdBDE~ ēD1h̄D!gkuE]kX
mC. ~7.5!

It would be interesting to see whether or not the construction of the generalized Born–
action including the worldvolume structure indicated above is possible.

As mentioned above, the generalization to a curved background would be greatly faci
by a better understanding of the superspace structure of the D-brane action. However, there
another open issue to consider. Consider the expression~4.17!, where we give the non-Abelian
generalization of the relationF5F1B in a flat background. In going to a curved background
have to decide how and where to introduce the NS–NS fields. Should there be a non-A
generalization of the NS–NS fieldB, or do only the U~1! fields on the worldvolume couple
effectively to the background fields? Similar questions can be raised about the RR-field@see
~4.1!#, whose form in a flat background also suggests that a non-Abelian generalization sho
required.

In a future publication,20 we hope to extend this work to higher order inF, and to apply the
results to the construction of non-Abelian BPS states. The simplest situation to think of
relation between D-branes at angles21 and overlapping branes through T-duality.7 As was shown in
Ref. 8 the BPS conditions between angles translate to conditions between magnetic fieldsF which
include contributions cubic inF. Therefore we will have to go at least to orderF3 in the super-
symmetry transformation rules to be able to compare our results with the predictions impli
Ref. 21. In the Abelian case the relation betweenk-symmetric formulations and BPS states w
formulated in Ref. 22. In particular, there it was shown that the knowledge ofG is in fact sufficient
to obtain BPS states. It would be interesting to generalize these results to the non-Abelian
tion.

Finally, it would be instructive to apply other approaches than the one employed in this
to find the complete answer. For instance, one could use the superembedding technique
oped in Refs. 23 and 24. Yet another approach could be to extend to the non-Abelian ca
analysis of Ref. 25, where it was shown how the super world volume dynamics of superbran
be obtained from nonlinear realizations.
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APPENDIX: PROPERTIES OF U „n … GENERATORS, ETC.

In these notes indicesA,B,... runfrom 1,...,n2. We freely raise and lower these indices.
We use the following conventions for Yang–Mills transformations of the non-Abelian Ya

Mills multiplet:

duA5 f A
BCLBuC, ~A1!
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dVi
A52DiL

A, ~A2!

Diu
A5] iu

A1 f A
BCVi

BuC, ~A3!

Fi j
A5] iVj

A2] jVi
A1 f A

BCVi
BVj

C , ~A4!

D[ iDj ]u
A5 1

2 f A
BCFi j

BuC. ~A5!

The U(n) generators are Hermitiann3n matrices. Our normalization for the trace of tw
U(n)-generators is

tr TATB5dAB . ~A6!

In general, we write for the product of two U(n) generators,

TATB51~dABC1 i f ABC!TC , ~A7!

whered and f are symmetric and antisymmetric inAB, respectively. We recognize that

@TA ,TB#52i f ABCTC ,

$TA ,TB%52dABCTC . ~A8!

From this we conclude that

tr@TA ,TB#TC52i f ABC ,

tr$TA ,TB%TC52dABC . ~A9!

This tells us that in factf is completely antisymmetric, andd completely symmetric inABC.
Then we have the Jacobi identity and its generalizations. These follow from

@@TA ,TB#,TC#1@@TB ,TC#,TA#1@@TC ,TA#,TB#50,

@$TA ,TB%,TC#1@$TB ,TC%,TA#1@$TC ,TA%,TB#50,

@TC ,@TA ,TB##5$TB ,$TC ,TA%%2$TA ,$TB ,TC%%. ~A10!

From these we derive the following identities for thef andd tensors:

f ABEf ECD1 f BCEf EAD1 f CAEf EBD50, ~A11!

dABEf ECD1dBCEf EAD1dCAEf EBD50, ~A12!

f ABEf ECD5dCAEdBED2dCBEdAED . ~A13!
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